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ABSTRACT

Telerobotics is an interdisciplinary branch of engineering that deals with
the control of robots at a distance in a manner that entails the intuition and the
physical involvement of the operator controlling the robot. The end of the
robotic manipulator consists of a device called an end effector that is used to hold
the tools. Most telerobotic systems employ a simple single degree of freedom
end effector called a parallel jaw gripper. Since such end effectors have just one
degree of freedom and hence limited dexterity, it is essential to develop special
fixtures to be attached to the tool that is grasped. The current research attempts to
employ a multi fingered end effector, which has multiple degrees of freedom in
an attempt to reduce tool fixturing costs and ensure ease of operation. The
research integrates the end effector into an existing telerobotic system, develops
and implements grasping strategies based on human grasp observations and
experimental grasp by demonstration validation for specific tool and objects in an
attempt to find stable grasps. The strategies developed are further implemented
by designing a master controller for the end effector and integrating it with a
human machine interface and the overall system.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background Information
A Robot is a mechanical device that is capable of performing a variety of complex human
tasks on command or by being programmed beforehand. A more precise definition
provided by the Robotics Industries Association [RIA99] is: ‘A reprogrammable,
multifunctional manipulator designed to move materials, parts, tools, or specialized
devices through various programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks.’
The definitions states that that a robot is a computer controlled device that can perform a
variety of mechanical tasks depending on the control program. There are a variety of
robots that are used in different applications. The current research studies the use of
robots as part of a telerobotic system. Telerobotics is an area of research that is concerned
with the control of robots from a distance. Telerobotics is primarily applied in two areas –
deactivation operations in hazardous environments and in medical robotics. The current
research focuses on the former where tasks are often carried out in unstructured
environments. As mentioned a telerobotic system (figure 1.1) typically consists of a
master side and a slave side. Both sides contain a chain of rigid bodies (links) that are
known as manipulators. Each link is connected to the next one by means of joints. The
joints permit the movement of the later link with respect to the one before. This mobility
that a joint imparts is known as a degree of freedom. Joints can be revolute, prismatic or
complex in nature. The human operator mechanically moves the master manipulator thus
providing a set of control signals. The control signals from the master manipulator are
sent to the slave manipulator though the control computer to perform the actual task in
1
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Figure 1.1: Telerobotic System Architecture
the work environment. The slave manipulator resides on a mobile platform and hence can
move around in the work environment. At the extremity of the manipulator consists of a
link called an end effector that is used to hold tools necessary to perform different
operations. The end effector is thus a component of the manipulator that is used to grasp
different tools to execute different tasks. An important feature in a telerobotic system is
the presence of a human operator in the control structure. The human operator provides a
great deal of intuition and experience that is required to achieve remote operation
particularly in unknown and unstructured environments. Some typical tasks that a robot
executes includes cutting of pipes using
2

Figure 1.2: Mechanical Pantograph

saws, drilling holes into structures and dismantling machines by using nut runners and
screws. Typically these tasks require rather high levels of precision and hence it is
essential that the human operator who controls the robot be provided with adequate
sensory inputs to enable him to acquire a good perception of the work environment in
order to execute his tasks. Some of the sensory inputs typically provided include vision
and end effector – environment interaction forces. A great deal of pioneering work and
theory in teleoperation was done at the Argonne National labs in the early 1940’s. A
mechanical pantograph (figure 1.2) used to handle radioactive material was developed.
This prototype provided the basic architecture for telerobotic systems that were
conceptualized later.

Two basic types of control schemes have been formulated with respect to the control
signals communicated between the master side and the slave side. If the signals are
communicated from the master side alone either as positions or forces, the scheme is
3

called an open loop system. The slave side can provide a measure of feedback in order to
improve control. Such a scheme where feedback is incorporated is known as a closed
loop system. The feedback signals may again be forces or positions. Thus when a human
operator controls the telerobotic system the sensory data feedback provides information
on the performance of the system and enables the operator to induce changes to perform
the desired task.

Typical tasks include drilling holes cutting pipes [Noa04] and other such operations.
These tasks entail the use of tools like band saws, reciprocating saws etc. Since one
operation may involve a set of tasks it is essential to seat all the tools on the mobile
platform. As mentioned the last joint of the manipulator is known as the end effector. The
end effector performs the task of actually grasping the tool. Conventionally, a single
degree of freedom end effector known as the parallel jaw gripper has been used. The
limited dexterity of the end effector necessitates the development of fixtures for the tools
in order for the manipulator to be able to grasp the tools in an efficient manner. Such end
effectors also place an additional strain on the human operator in terms of precise
movements.

1.2 Review of Dual Arm System Architecture
A brief examination of the available telerobotic system and test bed is essential in order
to have a good understanding of the capabilities of the current system as well as the
modification carried out during the course of the current research. The proposed
4
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Figure 1.3: Dual Arm System Architecture

architecture for the dual arm system (figure 1.3), which is under construction, consists of
two Titan 2 manipulators that act as slave manipulators. A mini-master and a Whole Arm
Manipulator (WAM) are the master manipulators. The end effector on the right titan
manipulator has been replaced by the Wraptor TM , a multi fingered end effector that will
be employed for this research.

The Titan manipulators have 6 degrees of freedom, as does the minimaster. The WAM
has seven degrees of freedom and the Wraptor TM has seven. The sensory input obtained
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in the work environment consists of images from the stereo camera system as well as
laser range finder readings. The human operator attempts to control either or both the
slave manipulator using the master devices. In order for smooth teleoperation it is
imperative that all these components are seamlessly integrated into one coherent system
both in terms of functionality and software compliance. It is also essential to coordinate
the speed of data transfer between individual sub systems to prevent an unusual or
unexpected system performance.

Integration of the end effector into the telerobotic system and the implementation of
grasping theory to enable the grasping of tools will be the focal points of this thesis. The
control of the Wraptor TM can be enforced in two modes – using a human machine
graphical interface or by teleoperation where the operator grasps a control handle, in this
case a joystick and depending on the grasp, different motions by the fingers of the
Wraptor TM are carried out. Thus a hardware system that can implement the grasp theory
developed in a telerobotic test bed will constitute the core of the current research.

1.3 Teleoperation of End Effector
An End effector can be controlled either by using a device called a data glove or a control
handle. A data glove (figure 1.4) is a glove that is worn by the human operator that can
sense the movement of the fingers, and sometimes the forces and provide this information
to a computer. Such a master device will allow facilitate sophisticated control schemes

6

Figure 1.4: Data Glove
with respect to both the applied forces and the joint angles [Cal95] for the control of the
end effecter. The other alternative is a control handle that the human operator grasps. The
handle is provided with force sensors and depending on the operators grasp different
sensors are activated. Although such an approach is highly simplified control
architecture, it is sufficient enough to achieve teleoperation of the end effector. This
research focuses at achieving teleoperation of the end effector using a control handle as
the master device. The human operator grasps this handle and depending on the force
distribution of the sensors that are adhered to the handle different motions of the fingers
is executed using sensor circuits. The tools that have been chosen for grasping are the
reciprocating saw and the band saw. Objects such as spheres, discs and cylindrical pipes
were also included for grasping. Since it is essential to be able to determine the quality of
a grasp a cursory stability check by attempting disturb the grasp was performed. Grasps
that result in favorable performance are chosen for implementation for particular tools
and approach angles of the manipulator. The implementations of such telerobotic modes
implies the automation of certain subtasks [Ham01].
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Figure 1.5: Milwaukee Band Saw

and alleviates the burden of precision that the human operator would otherwise have to
perform to grasp the object.

1.4 End Effector Fixture Tradeoff
Typical teleoperation tasks require a set of tools for completion of various sub tasks
involved. Most telerobotic systems have end effectors, which are simple and posses only
one degree of freedom. When the slave manipulator attempts to perform the tasks it is
possible that a tool part gets damaged. Replacing the tool part is tedious and time
consuming. Further more special fixtures and sometimes tool changers are required to
handle each of the specific tools. For example a tool fixture for a band saw (figure 1.5)
cost as much as $ 300. These limitations are primarily due to the limited mobility of the
end effector. It is intuitively apparent that to redress the costs of fixture design one needs
to employ an end effector that is more complex in design and posses more degrees of
freedom. The current research employs such an end effector. The research focuses on the
8

development and implementation of control strategies to use such a device to grasp tools
thereby obviating the need or at least reducing the costs for tool fixtures.

1.5 Scope of this work
This thesis primarily focuses on two aspects. . The first part of this thesis attempts to
evolve a grasp theory in an attempt to find stable grasp configurations for a particular set
of objects and tools. The theory evolved is primarily based on heuristic observations on
how the human hand grasps these objects. The theory was then extended and validated by
manually controlling the end effector joints and grasping these objects experimentally.
The emphasis is on the achievement of stable grasps subject to task and object
constraints. The second part of the work focuses on the development of a master device
that can be used to control the end effector and the integration of the master device with
the telerobotic test bed. Some of the key factors considered are design safety, operating
system compatibility and speed of operation. Once the master device has been integrated
it is essential to test its ability to grasp tools. Experiments were conducted to show that a
dexterous end effector is a viable option for grasping tools and hence is a valid alternative
that can reduce tool fixture costs. The research does not extend to provide a true force or
position mapping of signals from the master side to the slave side due to inaccuracies in
the sensors and the inherent limitation of a rigid control handle to provide such a control
scheme. The realization of grasping theory primarily focuses on the practical finding
stable grasp. No attempt is made to find the most apt or optimal grasp.
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Chapter 2 Grasping Strategies
2.1 Introduction
Robot grasping is among the research areas in manipulators that has been extensively
studied and analyzed. Various strategies have been formulated to grasp objects using
dexterous hands. Some of the fundamental approaches are sensor based analytical
approaches that entail an accurate model of the grasp interaction and a heuristic approach
to robot grasping derived from real world observations [Cut90]. Each of these
approaches has their merits and facilitates application in their certain engineering
situations. The sensor-based approach is principally vision and force feedback based and
relies on the ability to form accurate grasp models using both offline priori knowledge as
well as online sensor information. The underlying assumption is that the grasp model is
sufficiently wholesome in order for it to be able to predict the stability and quality of
grasp. Such an approach is extremely useful in an autonomous grasp situation and lends
itself to the formulation of controller design for tackling the grasping problem. The grasp
architecture is primarily closed loop and there is little or no human supervision to enforce
the control. An analytical approach however is not very valid in unstructured and
uncertain environment due to the inability to model such situations. Further more such
an approach requires hundreds of computational iterations varying various parameters in
order to find the best grasp for an object. The validity of the mathematical model in terms
of its ability to track real world situations is another concern that needs to be redressed as
a number of parameters and factors of a real world system may not be wholly accounted
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for. The heuristic approach is very different in its implications. Instead of focusing on a
mathematically intensive replication of the real world environment and grasp interaction
the emphasis is on finding means to embed the human intelligence, intuition [Cut86] and
reasoning ability in the control architecture whilst attempting to control the Wraptor.
Such an approach would also essential include the task requirements [Cut 89] such as the
purpose of the grasp and hence provide an extremely specific solution for a particular
grasp interaction problem. Also whilst compared to the modeling approach the solution
that heuristics provides is not computationally intensive and does not have an extremely
large search space of suitable grasps [Cut89] (figure 2.1). The heuristic approach can be
applied both to autonomous as well as teleoperated systems as such a strategy is
essentially a rule base that defines the grasping approach for a particular object – end
effector pair given a certain set of task requirements and constraints. The rule base also
provides a certain degree of freedom in terms of environmental uncertainty, as it is not
mathematically rigid by its definition.

Figure 2.1: Grasp Space
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2.2 Problem Definition for Control Strategy
It is essential to examine robotic grasping in a telerobotic test bed in order to be able to
devise and implement a control strategy. By definition any telerobotic system includes
the human operator in the control loop. Hence the cognitive abilities of the human
operator, which is of great value, finds place in the implementation of the control
strategies. The human hand itself by intuition and knowledge is extremely adept at
grasping various objects. A significant part of the current research involves the
formulation of a control strategy that captures this knowledge that human grasping and
the human operator seems to posses. This knowledge is this then applied as assist
functions that aid the human operator in his attempt to grasp objects. The research does
not make an attempt to generate a controller using the rules that embed this knowledge.
The strategy is also extremely, object and task specific. Thus the object geometry and
task requirements have to be carefully considered. The primary purpose of this research is
to be able to grasp objects in a stable manner. Hence the emphasis is on the ability to
generate a grasp that can rigidly fixture an object rather than produce grasps that can be
used to manipulate the object. An attempt is made to define grasp parameters that can be
varied and the appropriate selection of these parameters that define a stable grasp. The
physical task of robot grasping is also decomposed [Ven90] into subtasks that can be
automated subject to particular inputs on the master side. Thus the control strategy
comprises of a knowledge-based approach that considers the object and task requirement
and generates a sequence of sub tasks with particular grasp parameters that define a
specific stable robotic grasp.
12

2.3 Grasp Parameters
It is important to consider certain variable and constant parameters in telerobotic systems
that define particular robotic grasps. These parameters are defined by the telerobotic
operation by the human user, object attributes and hand properties. Appropriate selection
of these parameters will result in stable grasps. When the human operator teleoperates
the robotic arm and positions the end effector in order for him to grasp the object the
relative geometry between the object the end effector axis are defined by the approach
angle and the object end effector separation (figure 2.2). The approach angle can be
defined as the angle between the object and hand axes. For the sake of simplicity the
approach angle is predefined to be around ninety degrees that is the hand approach the
object perpendicular to it with the palm facing the floor. All the other variable parameters
are essentially determined by the knowledge base that is generated by studying human
grasping as well as experimental results. The object –end effector separations is the
shortest distance between the two axes. This parameter is controlled by the human
operator and hence the control structure must attempt to provide the operator with an
assist function. The grasp configuration and the applied forces are the most important
parameters in a particular grasp definition. Since the current research attempts to define
grasping merely in terms of the ability to fixture objects the primary goal is to find the
minimum safe applied force that can execute the task.

13
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Figure 2.2: Approach Parameters

The grasp configuration is perhaps the most interesting of all the grasp parameters. The
configuration does not to merely refer to the final static joint angles that describe a stable
grasp but also the set of simultaneous joint commands and velocities that can reach the
stable grasp configuration state.

Apart of the mentioned variable parameters there are a number of constant parameters
that define the grasp interaction. The object geometry is the most important of them and
is the primary input that defines the knowledge based rule base. The object hand friction
is another parameter. All the variable parameters can be conceptualized as output that the
rule base provides and all the static parameters as inputs that aid in the definition of this
rule base. Thus the control strategy will act on these inputs along with human grasp
observation and effect the outputs. Experimental success of these strategies will off
course help in a more precise definition of the grasps to be implemented.
14

2.4 Grasp Decomposition
The actually action of object grasping can be divided into a series of subtasks that need to
be executed in a sequential manner in order to obtain a stable grasp. These subtasks are
essentially a series of movements that the hand has to perform. The grasp decomposition
(figure 2.3) is totally determined by experimental validation. The first task is to get the
appropriate initial kinematic configuration for the hand. This is essential in order to be
able to position the hand such that subsequent finger movements will allow the hand to
wrap around the object in a chosen configuration. The hand then executes a pre-grasp or
prehension routine [Ven90]. This is followed by the actual grasp. Care is taken to ensure
that the finger joint velocities can actually grasp the object. Once the object has been
successfully grasped some method is required to evaluate the stability of the grasp. The
preliminary grasp evaluation was performed by merely attempting to displace the fixtured
object manually. If the object remains fixed the grasp is considered stable. Thus a
stepwise decomposition of an object grasp is used to evaluate and implement the actual
grasping action.

15

Figure 2.3: Grasp Decomposition

2.5 Basic Strategy
The principle purpose of the control strategy is to attempt to provide by the observation
and analysis of human grasping, a set of cues and rules that will enable the teleoperator to
grasp various objects. The control strategy involves the conversion of the obtained human
grasp types into Wraptor TM using a rule base. Although one of the most significant goals
of this research is to perform teleoperation it is first necessary to be able to manually
grasp the object with the end effector. The control strategy proposed thus works on a
grasp by demonstration procedure [Kang94]. First the object is grasped by manually
instructing the joints on the Wraptor TM to achieve a stable grasp. The trajectory of the
hand in the various subtasks as well as other variable parameters are thus determined by
trial and error. A careful determination of the grasp parameters and the decomposition of
the grasp into a set of sub-actions that can effect a successful grasp are also extracted
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from the manual experimentations.

The values found are then included in a

teleoperation scheme by storing the predefined paths and providing cues to the
teleoperator on his approach parameters. Although the sub actions during a grasp are
determined by experimental data, observations on human grasping play a significant role
in what grasp pose is required to grasp particular objects. The experiments merely
validate the hypothesis that are derived from human grasp observations and also quantify
them numerically in terms of joint values. It must be noted that all grasp in this research
are primarily focused on fixturing objects and hence the grasp stability alone is the
principle task requirements. No attempt was made to employ dexterous or manipulable
grasps. The object set is also a rather limited set primarily focused on showing the
feasibility of such an approach. A necessary set of hardware and software interfaces
(figure 2.4) is essential to implement these control strategies. The current research uses
the Wraptor TM as the dexterous hand. It is a three-fingered hand with seven degrees of
freedom. Each finger has two degrees of freedom for the two links and a spread angle
that actuates the two thumbs. A GUI has been developed to control the precise pose of
the hand with functionalities to track the trajectory of the fingers. The GUI is also
essential for the set of initial experimentations and analysis. Since the research attempts
to implement teleoperation a Master device has been developed to control the hand and is
interfaced with the GUI. The Master device is comprised of a joystick with force sensors
mounted on it. The sensors are integrated to the control computer and consequently to the
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Figure 2.4: Human Machine Interfaces

GUI by means of a data acquisitions card. The human operator thus controls the grasp
depending on the manner in which he grasps the master.

2.6 Object and Human Grasp Analysis
Since all the strategies and approaches in the current research are extremely object/tool
specific it is essential to examine the objects that are to be grasped. The objects are
representative of the shapes that a telerobotic system may have to deal with. Some have
curved whilst some have flat edges. A precursory examination of the objects and human
grasps will provide information on which part and surface of the object need to be
grasped to ensure stability as well as provide an initial set of guidelines and grasp types
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Figure 2.5: Human Grasp for Cylinder

that the end effector will later implement. The objects under consideration are band saw a
reciprocating saw, cylindrical pipe, sphere and disc.

Cylindrical Pipe:
A cylindrical pipe is a fair simple shape primitive. The pipe needs to be grasped at the
center of gravity using a cylindrical power grasp. The grasp is comprised of opposition
between four fingers and the palm and opposition between the thumb and the palm. The
lower middle and upper digits of the finger all have object contact (figure 2.5).

Band saw and reciprocating saw:
These are the type of tools that teleoperation in nuclear environments actually entail.
When is comes to grasping tools rather than objects it is necessary to consider the wiring
mechanism as well as attempt to grasp the tool at the tool handle or a suitable region on
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the tool. Further the closer the grasp is to the actuating component the better the chances
of reducing the reaction torque. Both the tools are roughly cylindrical in shape and hence
a cylindrical power grasp is proposed. The grasp is comprised of opposition between the
four fingers and the palm and the thumb and the palm (figure 2.6).

Sphere:
A spherical shape is one of the hardest to grasp. It is necessary to include some sort of
strong opposition element whilst executing the grasp. The grasp proposed consists of an
opposition between the last digit of the fingers and the palm. It is also necessary to spread
the fingers symmetrically around the object (figure 2.7)

Disc:
The disc is generally grasped using the fingertips by the human hand. Hence a similar
strategy is considered whilst grasping. Furthermore a 3-chuck fixture scheme may be
considered. The opposition is primarily between the last digits of the fingers with the
fingers spread around the circumference (figure 2.8). The palm no role in the opposition.
It is important to notice that the grasp for the disc is the only one amongst the selected
object set that requires a precision finger grasp with no sort of palm contact. The
practicality of realizing such a grasp with a three fingered robotic hand will be analyzed
and discussed in great detail later.
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Figure 2.6: Human Grasp for Band Saw and Reciprocating Saw
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Figure 2.7: Human Grasp for Sphere

Figure 2.8: Human Grasp for Disc
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2.7 Grasp Translation Rule Base
Based on the object and human grasp analysis a set of rules is proposed that can convert
the human grasp types into end effector grasp types [Kang94]. This rule base is called the
grasp translation rule base. From the object set under consideration there are principally 3
human hand grasp types – cylindrical power grasps, spherical power grasp and fingertip
grasp with each grasp type applying to the appropriate objects. The rule covers some
essential common sense guidelines for grasping the objects with its natural grasp type.
Firstly the choice of spread angles is critical. A human hand cylindrical power grasp does
not have a spread with the emphasis on direct and opposing finger palm opposition.
Hence no spread is used for this grasp. For the spherical and fingertip grasps it is
essential to place the fingers in as symmetric a manner as possible to ensure force
equilibrium. The second critical factor is the selection of the region of grasp. This is done
by examining the objects and tools that were grasped. It was seen that for sphere that
surface area contact would ensure a grasp. Similarly for a disc the curved surface is
considered as the region of contact. The cylindrical pipe was again grasped along the
curved surface and a grasp closer to the center of gravity ensures stability. The grasping
regions for the tools – the band saw and reciprocating saw require a much stronger
analysis as these tools will perform operation once they have been grasped during actual
teleoperation. For the reciprocating saw the center plastic region is the only surface
region (figure 2.9) that can be grasped. Similarly the band saw has two surface regions
that can be grasped (figure 2.10). The choice of surface region is made after
experimentations. Since the intention is to be able to obtain stable grasps the rule base
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Figure 2.9: Grasp Region for Reciprocating Saw
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Figure 2.10: Grasp Regions for Band Saw
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must consider not only the grasp type but also the finger movement sequences that can
provide a stable grasp. Thus a simple rule base is provided to determine the grasp
sequence once the grasp has been decomposed. This rule is developed and detailed in the
grasp by demonstration phase.

2.8 Grasp Taxonomy for End Effector
Based on the human object grasp observations and grasp translation rule base a grasp
taxonomy for the Wraptor TM was developed. This taxonomy provides the basic grasp type
and is organized in the form of a flowchart. The grasp types are primarily divided into
power and precision [Cut90]. The nature of grasp opposition is also considered [Ibe90].
For all cylindrical grasps (figure 2.11) the spread angle is set to zero thereby drawing an

Figure 2.11: Cylindrical Power Grasp
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analogy to the human hand grasps. Opposition is between the two fingers and palm on
one side and the third finger and the palm. For a spherical grasp (figure 2.12) the fingers
are evenly spread out with the spread angle around 120 degrees and the fingertips rigidly
fix the object by a fingertip palm opposition. The disc can be grasped (figure 2.13) using
just the finger tips with the spread angle a symmetric 120 degrees. It is important to note
that for a disc the contact forces should be predominantly radial to ensure force
equilibrium.

These grasps are then arranged in the form of grasp taxonomy (figure 2.14) for two
reasons. Firstly the nature of these grasps in terms opposition as well as hand contact
gives a clear understanding of the manner in which the grasps function and can be
applied. Further since most objects can be grasped with a few grasp types the grasp
taxonomy is open ended in terms of adding new objects. Off course a mere grasp type
definition will not result in the generation of stable grasp. A complete stable grasp can be
defined only by experimental validation. It is essential to be able to define a grasp in
terms of joint commands, initial, intermediate and final grasp configurations thereby
obtained a quantitative definition of stable grasps for each object. This part of the
research is done in the grasp by demonstration phase and covers details like grasp
configuration, a grasp decomposition rule base as well as studies the grasp parameters
that define a stable grasp. The experimentations thus provide the actual grasp definition
specific to both the grasp type and the object being grasped.
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Figure 2.12: Spherical Power Grasp

Figure 2.13: Fingertip Precision Grasp
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Figure 2.14: Grasp Taxonomy for End effector
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2.9 Summary
An integrated control strategy based on human factors and experimental validation is
suggested. Robotic grasping in a telerobotic test bed is viewed as a heuristic problem and
the grasp strategy is formulated based on observations of human grasps. A grasp
conversion rule base that then converts these observations into end effector grasp types.
These grasp types are then enlisted in a grasp taxonomy table to provide a clear
framework for both the application of grasp types and the addition of new objects. This
taxonomy describes how the final stable grasp configuration should look like. The
experimental validation builds on the grasp taxonomy to provide a wholesome grasp
definition that includes various grasp parameters that constitute a stable grasp. The grasp
definition, which includes both the grasp decomposition as well as precise description, is
implemented in the grasp by demonstration phase.
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Chapter 3
3.1 Basic Concept
One of the primary objectives of the current research is the development of a Master
device to control the dexterous end effector and implement the outlined control strategies.
As mentioned earlier two possible alternatives for a master device were considered, a
data glove and a control handle. Although a data glove is a much more sophisticated
control device [Cal95] this option was ignored primarily due to the high costs. While
considering the control handle the primary motivation was to ensure an intuitive and
ergonomic design. A simple video game joystick was used as a frame for the
development of the handle since such a handle ensures a good degree of comfort for the
human operator. It is apparent that the master device must possess sensors in order to be
able to identify the control intent of the operator. Although the joystick does have two
degrees of freedom its mobility cannot be used from a control point of view to actually
control the Wraptor TM since one is actually attempting to map a grasp and just two
degrees of freedom are grossly insufficient to actually map a grasp configuration. Hence
some other sensor circuit is required for the grasp characterization on the master side.
Since apart from the spherical joint the joystick handle is a rigid frame, position sensors
cannot be employed. Thus the most viable alternative is to use force sensors. These force
sensors are thus placed at appropriate locations on joystick. When the human operator
grasps the joystick these sensors are activated.

The extent of activation on the various

sensors determines the grasp that will be executed on the slave side. In order to complete
the control loop it is essential to digitize the signals and provide them to a control
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computer. A data acquisition system is necessary for this purpose. Once the signals are
obtained the force distribution of the sensors determine what grasp configuration is
chosen. This grasp configuration is then implemented by sending a serial port command
to the Wraptor TM . A low level functional diagram of the system is given bellow (figure
3.1). One important point of interest is that as the control flow traverses the data
acquisition, the control program and the serial command to the Wraptor TM the sampling
rate, program updation time and serial port baud rate all place limits on the extent of real
time properties of the overall system. A closer analysis of the system provides an
understanding of the sub tasks involved in the process. Since the sensors are primarily
used to detect human grasp force, it is essential to construct and calibrate sensor circuits.
The voltage levels obtained from these calibrated circuit then need to be converted to
digital signals to enable control by the control computer. An analog to digital converter,
NI 6036E is used for this purpose. The card needs to be configured to accept the voltage
values from these sensors. Wraptor TM . Since the Wraptor TM (figure 3.2) communicates
only via serial port, a Linux serial port library to send and receive data at the appropriate
port has to be developed. Finally, a user friendly human machine interface that allows
both manual and telerobotic control of the Wraptor TM as well as displays the forces
applied on the master side is essential for system integration and it presents of a clear
control scheme. Further the ability to manually control the Wraptor TM is essential to find
the precise commands in the grasp by demonstration phase that are later implemented
during telerobotic control. All these individual control components must be integrated in
a seamless manner to ensure that no unnecessary time delays occur.
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Figure 3.1: Master Controller Functional Diagram
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Figure 3.2: Dexterous Hand

3.2 End Effector Description
Before detailing the implementation intricacies of the master controller for the (figure
3.2) it is essential to examine the basic abilities of this multi fingered hand as this will aid
in the development of the hardware and software interfaces. The Wraptor TM has 3
fingers. Each finger has two digits and hence two degrees of freedom. In addition to this,
fingers one and two also posses an addition degree in terms of a spread angle. The
Wraptor TM is primarily controlled using position and velocity control [BAR].
Each of these joints can be individual and independently controlled thereby greatly
enhancing the number of achievable grasp configurations.
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3.3 Serial Port Communication
The first and foremost task required to control the Wraptor TM is the development of a
means of communication with the Wraptor TM . The only means of communication with
the Wraptor TM is via a serial port. Although Barrett Technologies have provided a serial
port communication interface, there is the issue of the operating system incompatibility.
The interface provided is based on the windows operating system. Whereas the control
computer is a Linux based machine. This is to ensure better integration of the Master
device with the overall Telerobotic system. Furthermore, a control structure based on a
Linux system permits an easy addition of advanced features like real time operation at a
later stage. All programs and routines are hence written to operate on a Linux operating
system. In order to be able to communicated with the Wraptor TM it is essential to open
the serial port, send or write appropriate commands according to both the sensory and
user inputs to the human machine interface, read signals that the Wraptor TM provides
upon execution of various commands and also have facilities to close the port in an event
of an erroneous or unwanted movement. These basic functionalities are an absolute
essential to control the Wraptor TM and provide some sort of meaningful interface.
Various parameters of the serial port communication need to be in conformance to the
data formats that the Wraptor TM

digital signal-processing unit processes and

communicates with. The flow chart (figure 3.3) provides a control and data flow diagram
highlighting the essential details required to establish communication and control the
Wraptor TM .
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Figure 3.3: Serial Communication flowchart
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Serial port communication has been used as an effect and simple means of
communicating with a hardware device since the late 1960’s [Law04]. The current
research uses the C programming language with the ‘termios’ structure. The most
important parameter is the baud rate or speed of communication. Since the Wraptor TM
DSP converses with a baud rate of 38,400 kilo bits per second the serial port program
must also communicate at the same speed. The other significant is the type of serial
communication [Law04]. Serial communication can be canonical, non canonical and
asynchronous. Non-canonical communication implies a fixed line length and wait time
whilst reading or writing data. For the current application it is essential to be able to input
commands of different sizes and hence this method is inappropriate. The canonical input
implies a user defined line termination which is again not applicable whilst
communicating with the Wraptor TM . It is pretty apparent that the user provides the
command input via the GUI in an asynchronous manner and hence an asynchronous
communication protocol is implemented. The serial port on the computer is connect to
the Wraptor TM via a null modem cable using the pin out terminals (figure3.4).

Figure 3.4: Serial Communication End Terminals
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3.4 Calibration of Sensor Circuits
As mentioned earlier Tekhscan “ flexiforce ” (figure 3.5) sensors have been used to
detect the control intent of the human operator. These sensors were primarily selected
since they provide a flat surface. The "FlexiForce" sensor is primarily comprised of ink
whose electrical resistance varies with applied force. The active area of the sensor is
produced lithographically with conducting leads connecting them to electronic
conditioning circuitry. The resistance change of the sensors is inversely proportional to
the applied force. A basic voltage to voltage [Flex] converter circuit is employed (figure
3.6). The power supply to the circuit is adjusted to ensure that the reference voltages do
not exceed 9 volts, as any break in the circuit will result in the output voltage reflecting
the reference voltage. If this reference voltage is greater than 10 volts in magnitude the
data acquisition card shall be damaged. When the reference voltage is adjusted the input
voltage in the power supply is also consequently adjusted to –3.5 volts. The sensor circuit
was then constructed on a prototype board. The feedback resistance potentiometer was
set to 50-kilo ohms to maximize the output voltage. It was found that even for the same
circuit different sensors gave different output voltages for the same applied load. This
sensor variance hence entailed the need to calibrate the sensors and provide a linear
relationship between the sensor output voltage and the applied force. The relationship
between the input voltage Vi , output voltage Vo , the feedback resistance R f and the
variable sensor resistance Rs can be given by the equation
Vo = −(

Rf
Rs

) × Vi

(1)
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Figure 3.5: Tekhscan Flexiforce Sensors
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Figure 3.6: Voltage to Voltage Converter
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It was observed that the maximum force a finger can exert is roughly around 10lbs.The
sensor calibration (Figure 3.7) is performed by using dead loads of 1, 3 5 and 10 pounds.
The sensor is placed flat on a smooth table and the load is exerted using a pucker weight
of .25 lbs that rests within the active area. Care is taken to ensure that the weight resides
entirely in the active area and does not transgress the area boundaries. The current
research specification requires the sensor to be linear and repeatable. Hence other
properties such has drift, hysterises and curvature effects are not considered. The various
quantities of the dead load were applied and the voltage reading was taken after one
minute [Calib], the process was repeated eight times and the readings tabulated (table
3.1). The mean and standard deviation for each set of voltage readings for a given weight
were noted. The mean voltages were then plotted against the corresponding weights. A
linear regression line passing (figure 3.8) through the origin was then constructed with a
constraint to minimize the square of the error. The reciprocal of the slope of this line
represents the conversion constant between the output voltages of the sensor circuits and
the applied weight.

Figure 3.7: Sensor Loading
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Table 3.1: Mean and standard deviation for Sensor 4

Load (lbs)

Mean Voltage for one Standard Deviation for
set of readings (V)

voltage (%)

0.00

0.0

0.0

1.25

-0.1005

3.5

3.25

-0.3200

12.7

5.25

-0.5660

17.1

10.25

-0.9531

21.7

N egative output V oltage V s Load
1

-V o vs . load
fit 1

0.9

Negative Output Voltage (v)

0.8
0.7
0.6
S lope= 0.09607
C onv Cons t= 10.409
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Figure 3.8: Linear regression line representing conversion constant for Sensor 4
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Similar results were found for the remaining sensors. The tabulations, graphs and
conversion constants are enlisted in Appendix 1.
The results of the sensor calibration show some interesting trends. It was observed that
the standard deviation for each sensor readings increased with load thereby implying that
the sensors were most repeatable at lower values of load. None of the standard deviations
exceeded 25 % and this was thus considered acceptable. Each sensor appeared to be
unique in terms of its characterization and the output voltage it gave for the same load. It
was also found that the placement of the pucker weight within the active region was
critical in obtaining accurate, repeatable readings.

3.5 Data Acquisition
As mentioned earlier once the sensors circuits have been calibrated their output voltages
need to be captured in order for them to be displayed as well as to provide some sort of
control action. The control action will be implemented from a software GUI interface.
Before this the data needs to be acquired and hence the need for data acquisition is
imperative. A National instruments 6036E board with a 12-bit resolution is used to
execute the acquisition. The first thing that needs to be determined is the nature of
analog inputs that are provided. The analog input may either be [Manual] differential
which means each input channel (figure 3.9), in this case each output voltage has its own
return path or the inputs may be a single ended with a common referenced ground. Since
the input
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Figure 3.9: Differential Mode Input with Grounded Signal Source

voltages are extremely low (less than one volt) it is decided to using differential analog
inputs. The differential mode also reduces any picked up noise and increases the common
mode noise rejection. This mode was implemented by connecting the output voltage to
channel Ai and the return path to channel Ai +8 .

One of the first factors examined was the necessity to calibrate the board for the given
mode and sensor circuits. The sensor voltages were calibrated into appropriate loads
during sensor calibration. The sensor values for zero readings were noted. Eight such sets
were repeated and are detailed in Appendix 2. It was found that the zero voltage reading
for sensors 2 and 3 did not exceed 0.12 volts and for sensors 4,7,8 and 5 did not exceed
0.10 volts. This was considered acceptable. It was important to consider these zero
voltages whilst determining the threshold activation voltages of the sensors during the
grasp mapping. The board had been calibrated by the manufacturers before it was placed
in the market. Based on these results it was decided that there was no need to recalibrate
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the data acquisition board for better precision. The actual data acquisition was
implemented based on a software interface wrapper, Nidaqmxbase provided by national
instruments that provides the driver to control the data acquisition card (figure 3.10) as
well as a set of library functions that can be used to acquire an analog input. The basic
acquisition operation can be functionally divided into five components – creating a task,
which will perform the acquisition, creating an analog voltage channel, setting the
appropriate sampling time, starting the task, acquiring the data iteratively and finally
stopping the task. In addition to acquiring the data it is necessary to linking this data
acquisition with the software interface in order to be able to use the data to effect some
sort of control mechanism.

Figure 3.10: Data Acquisition Card NI- 6036E
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3.6 Master Construction
As mentioned earlier the master consists of a joystick that acts as a frame with the “flexi
force “ sensors mounted on it. The joystick needs to be later mounted on the end of the
master manipulator that controls the slave robotic arm. Hence it is essential that the
human operator is able to grasp the joystick and exert a sufficient force on the master
manipulator in order to be able to control the slave. The positions of the sensors on the
joystick are thus dictated by this practical constraint. The sensors are mounted in the
appropriate positions (figure 3.11) on the joystick such that the surface contact is
maximum using a double-sided tape. Two sensors for two positions of the thumb, one for
the palm, one for the index and one sensor for the little finger are provided. One of the
points worth noting is that the sensors do not reside on a flat surface as it did during
calibration. In other words the curvature effects of the joystick surface are not considered,
as this effect is impractical to account for. The sensor outputs are then connect to the
terminal block of a data acquisition card and thus provide connectivity from the human
operator to the control computer. The constructed master interface is thus essentially the
hard ware component of the human machine interface.
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Figure 3.11: Master Construction
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3.7 Master-Slave Grasp Mapping
It is imperative that particular grasps on the Master side result in specific commands to
the hand resulting in the appropriate grasps for objects on the slave side. This mapping
can be better defined by examining the telerobotic setup in which it was intended to
function in. The master device will at a later stage be mounted on the Whole Arm
Manipulator (WAM). Hence when the human operator grasps the Master, his grasp has to
not only be stable, but also must permit the transmission of forces that can thus
effectively manipulate the WAM in order to provide the control signals to the slave arm.
As mentioned in the previous section 5 sensors have been mounted on the joystick. The
master slave grasping thus will attempt to find the correct threshold values for the sensors
as well as distinct human hand poses that can affect the three different grasp types
defined in the grasping strategy phase.

The grasp on the joystick was predominantly a cylindrical power grasp. It was found that
a comfortable yet stable grasp could be retained by moving the thumb to two different
positions or removing the force exertion of the little finger. These variations thus
provided the basis for three distinct grasps pose inputs (figure 3.12, figure 3.13, figure
3.14) on the master side. There was a necessity to characterize the sensor thresholds for
these poses. This was done by asking three subjects to grasp the master device in a
comfortable but stable manner five times and using the mean or some value bellow the
mean of the subjects as the threshold value for each sensor.
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Figure 3.12: Grasp 1

Figure 3.13: Grasp 2
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Figure 3.14: Grasp 3

It can be seen for the tabulations (table 3.2) that different grasps entail different
thresholds. For grasp 1, sensors 4,8,3,7 have significant values and hence the threshold
was set to 0.2 bellow mean values for 3 and 7 and 0.4 volts bellow the mean for 4 and 8
to account for hands of different strengths. Sensor 2 was not considered. It was found that
for the thumb and little finger (sensors 2,4,8) different operators have different levels of
strength. The threshold was set bellow to account for subjects with strength different
from the original test subjects. For grasp 2, sensors 3, 4, 8 have significant values and
hence the threshold was set at the mean. Sensors 2 and 7 were not considered. . For grasp
3 sensors 2,7,8 have significant values and hence the threshold was set for the mean for 2
and 7 and 0.1 bellow the threshold for sensor 8. Sensors 3 were to have no activation and
all and sensor 4 was not considered. Grasp 1 was used to effect a cylindrical power grasp,
grasp 2 spherical grasp and grasp 3 a finger tip grasp.
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Table 3.2: Grasp Characterization
Grasp 1
SNO

Sensor 4

Sensor 2

Sensor 8

Sensor 3

Sensor 7

Threshold

Threshold

Threshold

Threshold

Threshold

(v)

(v)

(v)

(v)

(v)

1

-0.0942

-1.8621

-1.0729

-0.2943

-0.3843

2

-0.0977

-1.6718

-0.8523

-0.3079

-0.3123

3

-0.0935

-1.6984

-0.8630

-0.3232

-0.2800

Mean

-0.0951

-1.7443

-0.9294

-0.3085

-0.3255

Sensor 4

Sensor 2

Sensor 8

Sensor 3

Sensor 7

Threshold

Threshold

Threshold

Threshold

Threshold

(v)

(v)

(v)

(v)

(v)

1

-1.402

-0.0883

-0.2751

-0.1602

-0.5751

2

-1.2381

-0.0750

-0.1173

-0.6081

-0.1185

3

-1.3290

-0.0550

-0.1396

-0.6096

-0.1062

Mean

-1.3230

-0.0728

-0.2107

-0.4593

-0.2666

Grasp 2
SNO
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Table 3.2: Continued
Grasp 3
SNO

Sensor 4

Sensor 2

Sensor 8

Sensor 3

Sensor 7

Threshold

Threshold

Threshold

Threshold

Threshold

(v)

(v)

(v)

(v)

(v)

1

-0.0855

-1.7678

-0.3544

-0.0641

-0.4586

2

-0.1177

-1.2051

-0.3527

-0.0918

-0.4587

3

-0.1128

-1.276

-0.4661

-0.0870

-0.3741

Mean

-0.1053

-1.4163

-0.3911

-0.0831

-0.4305

The other factor that was considered was the possibility of mapping forces from the
master side to the slave slide. However, as indicated by the grasp by demonstration phase
described in the following chapter, the primary interest in obtaining a stable grasp lies in
the determination of a minimum stable force required to grasp the objects. Hence a
continuous force conversion scheme is not deemed necessary. It is sufficient if different
hand posses can execute the appropriate grasps with the obtained minimum safe grasp
force. Thus three different pose inputs were created. Grasp 1 mapped onto the cylindrical
power grasp for the slave, grasp 2 for the fingertip disc grasp and grasp 3 for the spherical
grasp. Three new subjects were had to grasp the handle with the three grasp types and it
was found that the newly defined thresholds were efficient enough to characterize grasps.
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3.8 Software Interface
The software interface along with the master device completes the human machine
interface. The graphical GUI is created using GTK [Gal]. Communication is via serial
port. A set of basic operations figure (3.15) is essential in order to be able to control the
Wraptor TM . These include the establishment of the serial port parameters and activation
of the port using the ‘CONNECT’. Once this is established the Wraptor TM requires to
undergo an ‘INITIALIZE’ routine to set the digital signal processing (DSP) board. The
wraptor then needs to have a ‘ZEROING’ routine where all the joints execute motions
where in joint limit extremities are reached. This provides the DSP board with an
awareness of the joint values. An 'EXIT’ button is also provided to quit the control
program when required.

Figure 3.15: Basic Operations and Operation Modes
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Figure 3.16: Basic Manual Control

The software interface is designed with two primary purposes in mind. The interface
should be able to control the Wraptor TM using manual angle positions and velocities
control. This is essential to obtain the commands and grasp configurations of the
Wraptor TM during the grasp by demonstration phase. The results of the grasp by
demonstration phase then have to be implemented as commands during teleoperation.
Thus it is essential to be able to control the Wraptor TM in these two modes. The manual
mode attempts to emulate (figure 3.16) and improve on the functionalities provided by
the interface
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Figure 3.17: Simultaneous Manual Control
program by ‘Barret Technologies’. Like the interface program the current interface has a
text area where command codes can be sent to the hand (figure 3.16). However it is
unrealistic to expect the human operator to simultaneously control the joints of the end
effector by inputting the command codes, hence a simultaneous joint control scheme is
provided (figure 3.17). The simultaneous control window provides functionalities to
control simultaneously the joint positions or joint angles of the wraptor with one
command. A text area is also provided that automatically records the command and end
configuration. Thus this record can be used for planning the grasp movements during
teleoperation. A separate window is provided for teleoperation well. The teleoperation
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Figure 3.18 Teleoperation Control
Window (figure 3.18) displays the forces on each of the sensors. This window will be
best explained after providing the results of the grasp by demonstration phase.

3.9 Summary
A simple concept for the master controller device essential to teleoperate the end effector
was proposed. The master controller was conceptualized as a control handle with sensors
mounted on it. Various human operator grasps were to be mapped as different end
effector grasp motions for the appropriate objects. A facility was also essential to be able
to manually control the hand for the grasp by demonstration phase, which was viewed as
a precursor to teleoperation. A necessary set of hardware and software were developed to
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realize the mentioned concept. Various hardware subtasks such as the execution of a
communication protocol to control the Wraptor TM , calibration of the sensor circuits, data
acquisition and the developed of a GUI interface that enables both manual control as well
as teleoperation were implemented.
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Chapter 4 Grasp by Demonstration
4.1 Introduction
The grasp strategy already enlisted provides a cursory insight into different grasp
configurations for various objects to be grasped. A grasp taxonomy for the
Wraptor TM was proposed. However it was suggested that a comprehensive grasp
definition could be determined only by experimental data during teleoperation. Grasping
in a teleoperation environment has two primary control components (figure 4.1). The
human operator controls the robotic arm using the master manipulator that is the control
handle that was developed. In this case the Titan II is controlled using the mini-master.
This step is primarily intended to position the hand in the region where the hand can
execute its predefined automated movements according to the human operators grasp on
the hand master and thus teleoperate the end effector. Thus there is a control trade off on
the ability to position the arm and the hands ability to obtain a stable grasp. The
experimental grasp by demonstration method is directed towards finding a set of
commands that can execute a stable grasp as well as to provide cues to the human
operator on how to position the robotic arm. It is important to note that the grasping
problem in the current circumstances has no unique solutions. Rather the emphasis is on
finding grasps that provide the least strain on the human operator in terms of arm control
and also achieve a firm and stable grasp in terms of the task requirements for each object.
This reduces the computational time that an analytical approach would otherwise entail in
order to find a mathematical solution.
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Mini Master

Central server

Titan II
Wraptor

Control
Handle

Figure 4.1: Control Components for Teleoperation

The grasp parameters include the approach angle, approach distance, control commands,
intermediate configurations as well as the applied forces on each of the joints. These
parameters are duly tabulated in a grasp definition sheet (figure 4.2) for grasps that are
considered stable. Some other tabulation such as grasp time as well as the stability of
grasp is also tabulated as these readings provide a measure of the actual validity or
‘success’ of the grasp. Apart from the grasp definition the experiments also provide an
insight into the capabilities as well as the limitations of the hand. Certain objects are too
big or too small to be grasped in a stable manner. Furthermore certain shape contours
make it much harder to grasp an object as well. Once the grasp by demonstration phase
has been implemented it is essential to be able to implement the grasps as a set of
automated subtasks, and embed both arm position as well as grasp sequence information
for telerobotic control. The GUI is thus extended for the same.
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Figure 4.2: Grasp Definition Sheet
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4.2 Grasp Decomposition Rule Base
It is apparent that a certain sequence of finger movements is most likely to affect a stable
grasp. Most of the experiments in the current research will follow a set sequence in order
to achieve a stable grasp. The first sub task will be the initial configuration. It is essential
that the hand as a configuration that will allow subsequent movements of the fingers in
order to be able to grasp the object successfully. For all objects except the cylindrical
pipe the first step during a grasp is the establishment of palm contact. This is followed by
fixturing using the lower digits of each finger. The final grasp is completed when the
outer digits of each finger establish object contact to obtain a stable grasp. It is worth
noting that each time an object grasp is repeated a certain degree of variance in the hand
position with respect to the object is present. The grasps selected for implementation in
the teloperation mode must be effective inspite of this variance.

4.3 Experimental Grasp Definitions
The purpose of the grasp my demonstration phase was to find the precise commands that
can successfully grasp an object in a telerobotic test bed. The emphasis is on finding
grasps that work and not optimal grasps. Attempts are made to grasp the object with
various configurations. A few thumb rules in this regard are the employment of an initial
configuration that facilitates a grasp and the decomposition rule base. Specific
modifications and issues arose and were tackled on an individual object-to-object basis.
Once a successful grasp was obtained, the experiment was repeated varying one of the
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key grasp parameters. Appendix 3 provides one grasp definition sheet per object and
Appendix 4 the required conversions.

Cylindrical Pipe:
A cylindrical pipe is one of the basic shapes that need to be grasped. All tool handles like
the band saw and the reciprocating saw can be viewed as simplified versions of the
cylindrical pipe. Since the task requirement is to be able to merely grasp the pipe and no
reaction forces are expected palm contact is not deemed necessary. Nine experiments
were conducted once a successful grasp was obtained. The grasping task was
decomposed into an initial configuration (figure 4.3), which permits the pipe to be
surrounded by the end effector fingers. This configuration was founded to be an open
configuration where the joints 1, 2 and 3 have an angle of 77.3 degrees, joint 4, 0 degrees
and joints 5,6,7 have an angle of 51.6. The approach angle was preset at 90 degrees
although the experimental variance in the approach angle was around 10 degrees. The
approach distance was varied from 0 to 7 inches. It was founded that a minimum
approach distance of 5 inches was required to execute a stable grasp. The first command
was a position command to angles 5,6,7 to establish contact with the fingers. Joints 5,6
and 7 were set to 98.04 degrees. Contact between the last digit of the fingers and the
cylindrical pipe was established. This was followed by a slow velocity command on
joints 1,2,3 with the velocity around 13.33 degrees/second. The next step was medium
velocity command of 51.6 degrees/second for joints 5,6,7. The completed cylindrical
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Figure 4.3 Decomposed Grasp for Cylindrical Pipe
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power grasp was checked for stability. Nine such readings were taken. The maximum
torque on each joint was varied and it was found that for the given commands a torque of
at least 57.12 Ncm was required to establish a stable grasp. The average time for the
successful grasps was around 117.66 seconds.

Reciprocating Saw:
Although, the reciprocating saw is similarly shaped to a cylinder, the task requirements
for a saw are different. Since tools are used in cutting operations an additional constraint
is introduced. The blade width needs to be parallel to the hand axis. The grasp initial
configuration was found to be an open configuration where the joints 1, 2 and 3 have an
angle of 68.67 degrees; joint 4, 0 degrees and joints 5,6,7 have an angle of 51.6 degrees.
From the grasp translation rule base the central region was chosen as the grasp region.
The approach angle was preset at 90 degrees although the experimental variance in the
approach angle was around 10 degrees. The approach distance was around zero. This was
done to ensure palm contact and maintain the task constraint. The first command was a
slow velocity command on joints 1,2,3 with the velocity around 13.33 degree/second.
The next step was medium velocity command of 51.66 degree/second for joints 5,6,7.
The completed cylindrical power grasp was checked for stability. The maximum torque
on each joint was varied and it was found that for the given commands a torque of at least
62.84 Ncm was required to establish a stable grasp. The maximum torque was set to a
high value to ensure stability during actual cutting where the kickback forces may be
high. The average time for the successful grasps was around 68.1 seconds. Five trials
ending in successful decomposed grasps (figure 4.4) were considered.
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Figure 4.4 Decomposed Grasp for Reciprocating Saw

Band saw:
Attempts to grasp the band saw provided some interesting results. As described in the
grasp translation rule base, the band saw has two possible regions of palm contact that
ensures a stable grasp. Five sets of successful experiments were conducted for both
regions that resulted in some sort of grasp. Attempts were made to grasp the saw by first
establishing palm contact with an appropriate initial configuration with joints 1,2 and 3
set at 68.67, joint 4, 0 degrees and joints 5,6,7 51.6 degrees, then lower digit contact with
a velocity of 13.33 degrees/second, followed up the folding of the upper digit with a
velocity of 51.6 degrees/second. When the stability of the grasp was check it was found
that grasps with palm contact on region 1 (figure 4.5) were far more stable than grasps for
region 1 (figure 4.6). Even so the obtained grasp was disturbed manually and it was
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Figure 4.5 Decomposed Grasp for Band Saw with Region 1.
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Figure 4.6 Decomposed Grasp for Band Saw with Region 2
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found that the grasp was not sufficiently stable enough to be able to do tooling
operations. These grasps were further examined by repeating the experiment with the
hand off the arm and it was found that the saw could be grasped in an extremely rigid
manner. It was concluded that the inability to grasp the band saw was due to the inability
to appropriately position the arm during teleoperation. Further it was noticed that the
band saw did not have its operator handle. It was hypothesed that the presence of the
handle will provide a sufficient dimension for the fingers to be able to curl around and
grasp the saw in a stable manner. Work done by Barrett also validates this. The torque
was set to 62.84 Ncm.

Sphere:
The sphere is a symmetric volume. Hence a symmetric grasp is proposed. For the initial
configuration the spread angle is thus set to 60 degrees. Each finger essentially subtends
120 degrees with its neighbors. The lower digits are set to an angle of angle of 68.67
degrees. The lower digit angle has to be a set to a value that ensures that subsequent
commands on the upper digit results in the established of surface contact with the sphere.
The lower digit was set to an angle of 56.76 degrees. Since a sphere has no particular axis
the approach angle in this case is not defined. The end effector approaches the object with
the palm facing the floor and the hand is moved laterally to engulf the volume of the
sphere by accommodating the sphere in the cavity created by the spread angle. For the
grasping sequence, initially palm contact is established; this is followed by a velocity
command of 40 degrees/second on joints 1,2 and 3. A velocity command of 51.6
degrees/second on joints 5,6,7 then completes the grasp (figure 4.7). Five successfully
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Figure 4.7 Decomposed Grasp for Sphere
trials were performed. It was found that a torque of 50.78 Ncm was essential to grasp the
sphere in a stable manner.

Circular disc:
According to the grasp taxonomy developed the disc is the only object that entails a
fingertip grasp. However on experimental testing it was found that fingertip grasping
using the upper digits alone during teloperation was not effective. Hence it was decided
to fixture the grasp using the lower digits. The initial configuration was once again
symmetric; with the joints 1,2 and 3 set to an angle of 73.2 degrees. Joint 4 was set to 60
degrees and joints 4,5 and 6 set to –78 degrees. It was found that palm contact was
essential and was established first. This was followed by a velocity command of 13.33
degrees/second for joints 1,2 and 3. It was found that the obtained grasp was not very
stable. Thus joint 7 was folded over with a velocity of 13.33 to reinforce the grasp (figure
4.8). The experiment was repeated 5 times. The average grasp time was found to be 87
seconds. The control torque was set to 62.84 Ncm for all the grasps.
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Figure 4.8 Decomposed Grasp for Disc

4.4 Discussion on Experimental Trials
The experimental trials provide some critical inputs. The precise set of commands
required to achieve stable grasps was found .The minimum safe control torque required to
achieve these grasps was also found. Among the objects considered, the cylindrical pipe
and band saw were grasped in a stable manner with a cylindrical power grasp. The band
saw was not grasped in a manner that is considered stable enough for tooling. The band
saw has dimensions that make it hard to wrap the outer digits of the hand thus resulting in
a grasp that is not very stable. It was suggested that the band saw handle would provide
the necessary dimension to be able to grasp the saw in a stable manner. The sphere and
the disc were grasped using a symmetric initial configuration similar to a 3 key chuck.
For the sphere it is essential to be able to wrap the upper digits onto the surface and hence
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the lower joint initial configuration is chosen accordingly. Although it was initially
suggested to use a fingertip grasp for the disc, the grasp was modified to include palm
contact. One of the fingers is folded to reinforce contact. It is not possible to fold the
other fingers due to finger collision.

4.5 Implementation of Efficient Grasps
The previous section provides the precise commands that need to be sent to the end
effector in order to be able to obtain successful grasps during teleoperation. The grasp by
demonstration phase also provided some useful guidelines on how to position the arm in
order to be able to use these commands and effect successful grasp. These two pieces of
information need to be successfully embedded into the Graphical Human Machine
Interface. As described earlier a separate teleoperation window (figure 4.9) was created
for teleoperation control. The 6 grasps for the 5 objects under consideration are effected
using this component of the human machine interface. The Human operator first grasps
the control handle and grasps the master device, the sensor values are continuously
displayed and this permits his to adjust the grasp to achieve the force distribution he
desires. Then he presses the force snapshot button that captures the current sensor values.
Depending on the distribution one of the three grasp (figure 4.10, figure 4.11 and figure
4.12) types are set along with the initial configuration for the spherical and finger tip
grasp. The grasp type and object are also identified in these cases. However for the
cylindrical power grasp, only the grasp type is identified. Three objects – the cylindrical
pipe, band saw and reciprocating saw all essentially have the same grasp type. Thus a set
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Figure 4.9 Teleoperation Window
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Figure 4.10 Grasp 1 Corresponding Teleoperation Window and Hand Final
Configurations
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Figure 4.11 Grasp 2 Teleoperation Window Corresponding Final Configuration
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Figure 4.12 Grasp 3 Teleoperation Window and Corresponding Hand Final
Configuration
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of check buttons is provided for the human operator to choose the object he desires to
grasp. Once this is done the appropriate initial hand configuration is set. Once the object
is identified a set of guidelines are provide to the human operator specifying how to move
the arm, what the appropriate grasp region is, and whether palm contact is necessary.
After the human operator positions the arm, he then presses the grasp button which
executes the grasp commands for the appropriate objects to successfully grasp the object.
Also note that the entire interface can be split into three modular functionalities - the
GUI, the graphics interface and the data acquisition. The correct order to compile the
interface is provided in appendix 5.

4.6 Comparison with Parallel Jaw Gripper
Previous work done in the area of telerobotics show that the parallel jaw gripper is
limited in the sense that only objects with parallel and plane surfaces can be successfully
grasped [Shi93]. Further more work done in the REMSL lab shows that in order to
develop fixtures for the band saw to permit it to be grasped by the parallel jaw gripper,
the design and production cost was approximately $ 300. A similar cost is expected for
the reciprocating saw. The Wraptor TM was very successfully able to grasp object like a
sphere, a cylindrical pipe and a disc which have a curved surface. Although the band saw
was grasped, it was found that the grasp was not stable enough to permit sawing
operations. This was due to the lack of the operator handle in the band saw used. Work
done at Barrett shows (figure 4.13) that the band saw was both grasped successfully and
operated when this handle was used.
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Figure 4.13: Band Saw Grasped with Operator Handle

4.7 Summary
The grasping strategies explained in chapter 2 were realized for the hardware system
described in chapter 3. The grasp by demonstration phase provides both the precise
commands required to execute a successful grasp as well as guidelines on how to position
the robotic slave arm. Both these are included in the human machine interface developed.
Finally the results of the grasping experiments show that the Wraptor TM successfully
grasp objects with curved surfaces. Also there was no necessity for special fixtures to be
developed.
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Chapter 5 Kinematics of End Effector
5.1 Introduction
The core of the work in the current research focused on finding human factors based
grasping strategies for a dexterous hand operating in a teleoperation test bed. These
strategies were proposed and a hardware implementation performed. It is important to
note that the Wraptor TM executes its teleoperation based grasp merely as a set of
automated subtasks which were previously demonstrated in the grasp by demonstration
phase. It is not possible to control the hand in between these subtasks. In order to be able
to have a more continuous real time control it is essential to use a data glove (figure 5.1)
as the master device rather than the control handle that was developed. The data glove is
capable of recognizing finger joint movements and hence can provide a measure of
kinematic and dynamic mapping from the master side to the hand. Thus an analytical
kinematic based approach can be incorporated to the existing human factors based
approach to provide an improved telerobotic control system.

5.1: Real Time Master - Data glove
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This chapter focuses on developing the Forward kinematics for the end effector using
basic rotational transformations. Some research in the area of dexterous grasping is
provided to reveal certain direction in which the research can be developed.

5.2 Basic Assumptions
Generally, robotic links are rectangular or cylindrical in shape. However, this is not true
in the case of the Wraptor TM . Hence a line is assumed to be the line segment joining the
central point from one joint axis to the other. Also the center of the palm translated along
the approach axis to the point where the Wraptor TM rests on the robotic slave arm is taken
to be the fixed reference frame with respect to which the Wraptor TM links and fingers
move. It forward kinematics gives the exact position of the end of the finger for a five set
of joint angles on the joints. The tip of the finger will naturally not be the only point of
contact between the object and the hand. Never the less, once the equations for the
forward kinematics have been developed, it is always possible to determine the points of
grasp contact by interpolation. The Inverse kinematics is intended to generate the joint
angles for the desired fingertip position. It is vital that a constraint is provided as this
problem has more than one possible solution. The Jacobian matrix and its inverse have
not been developed, as the mathematics involved is merely a partial differentiation of
certain terms of the transformations matrices itself.
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5.3 Forward Kinematics for the Robotic Hand
A clear schematic of the top and side view of the Wraptor TM been provided with the
necessary dimensions. The dexterous hand is considered as three separate open chain
manipulators and the forward transformation derived for each of them separately. All the
coordinates are referred with respect to the global origin, which is at the center of the
palm. The position and orientation of the global reference frame is shown in figure 5.2.
DH conventions have been used when applicable; Otherwise basic transformation
matrices have been employed. Fingers 1 and 2 have three joints. The derivations for
finger 2 are exactly identical to that of finger 1. Except for the signs of bo and theta4
(figure 5.2). Angles 1 and 5 are replaced with 2 and 6 in this case. Finger three has two
joints. A coordinate axis schematic convention has been provided to enable easy
understanding of the translations and rotations involved in going from the global end
effector base frame to the appropriate fingertip frame. One important point that needs to
be noted is that the Wraptor TM unlike commonly used robots has links that are irregular
in shape, that is the different digits of the fingers of the Wraptor TM are not rectangular or
cylindrical. Considerations were made to account for this. Also the three fingers are
identical in terms of the dimensions between joints.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic Top and Side View of Hand
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From the engineering drawing provided it is possible to determine the constants as
bo =45 mm, b1 =4.5 mm, b2 =31.5mm

Ao =90 mm, A1 =125mm, A2 =110mm

Finger 1,2 and 3 derivation
For finger 1, (figure 5.2) there are in total seven transformation whilst moving from the
base frame to the fingertip frame. First the base frame is moved from the global origin to
the spread origin by moving bo mm in the negative y direction and then rotation 180
degrees about the y-axis to ensure that the z-axis points out of the end effectors palm.
This is followed by a rotation of θ 4 about the new z-axis and a translation of b1 about the
negative z-axis. Then a rotation of 90 degrees about the x-axis aligns the z-axis along the
next axis of rotation. This is followed by a rotation of θ1 along the new z-axis and a
translation of 1mm along the negative y-axis. Finally a rotation of θ 5 along the new zaxis and a translation of b2 along the negative y-axis move the current axis to the
fingertip. The derivations for finger 2 are identical to that of finger one expect the sign of

bo and θ 4 are reversed and θ1 , θ 5 are replaced by θ 2 , θ 6 . For finger 3 there again
seven transformations, translation of the base frame by A0 along the positive x-axis,
rotation of 90 degrees along the new x-axis, translation of b1 along the negative y-axis,
rotation θ 3 about the new z-axis, translation of 1mm along negative y direction, rotation
of θ 7 along z-axis and a translation of b2 in the negative y direction. The 1mm
translations are ignored in the derivation.
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For Finger1:

A final1 = Aty − b0 , ry180 × Atz − b1 , rzθ 4 × Arx 90 × Arzθ 1 × At ,b2 rzθ 5
Aty −b0 , ry190
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0

0

1

0
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0

0 −1

0

0

0
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=
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Aθ 1

=

cos(θ 1) − sin(θ 1) 0
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A1 sin(θ 1)
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0
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Thus we get the final transformation

A final 1 =
− cos(θ 4) cos(θ 1 + θ 5) − cos(θ 4) sin(θ 1 + θ 5) sin(θ 4)
− cos(θ 4)( A2 cos(θ 1 + θ 5) + A1 cos(θ 1) + b2 sin(θ 1)) − A0 cos(θ 4)
− sin(θ 4) cos(θ 1 + θ 5) sin(θ 4) sin(θ 1 + θ 5) − cos(θ 4) sin(θ 4)( A2 cos(θ 1 + θ 5) + A1 cos(θ 1) + b2 sin(θ 1)) − A0 sin(θ 4) − b0
− sin(θ 1 + θ 5)

− cos(θ 1 + θ 5)

0

− ( A2 sin(θ 1 + θ 5) + A1 sin(θ 1) − b2 cos(θ 1)) + b1

0

0

0

1

(3)
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Similarly the transformation matrix for the second finger can be found:

A final 2 =
− cos(θ 4) cos(θ 2 +θ 6) − cos(θ 4) sin(θ 2 +θ 6) − sin(θ 4)
− cos(θ 4)(A2 cos(θ 2 +θ 6) + A1 cos(θ 2) + b2 sin(θ 2)) − A0 cos(θ 4)
sin(θ 4) cos(θ 2 +θ 6) − sin(θ 4) sin(θ 2 +θ 6) − cos(θ 4) − sin(θ 4)(A2 cos(θ 2 +θ 2) + A1 cos(θ 2) + b2 sin(θ 2)) − A0 sin(θ 4) + b0
− sin(θ 2 +θ 6)
0

− cos(θ 2 +θ 6)
0

0
0

− ( A2 sin(θ 2 +θ 6) + A1 sin(θ 2) − b2 cos(θ 2)) + b1
1

(4)

The transformations for finger 3 were found to be

A final 3 = AtxA0 , y − b0 , rx − 90 × Arzθ 3 × Atb2 , rzθ 7
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Thus we get

cos(θ 3 + θ 7)

A final 3 =

− sin(θ 3 + θ 7) 0

A2 cos(θ 3 + θ 7) + A1 cos(θ 3) + A0

0

0
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0
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0

0

0

1

(5)

5.4 Inverse Kinematics
There is no unique solution to the inverse kinematic problem [Sci00]. Hence it is
essential to introduce some sort of constraint in order to be able to find a solution. If the
user provides the fingertip positions for the three fingers we have nine coordinates.
Instead of introducing an arbitrary constraint the Inverse kinematic problem should be
solved using some priori knowledge. For example consider a grasp around a disc shaped
object. In order to be able to grasp the object in a stable manner it is essential to apply
forces that are predominantly radial to the disc. For this to happen it is essential to move
the fingers such that the face of the finger’s last digit are always parallel to each other and
they move like a chuck mechanism. Thus these constraints can be incorporated.
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5.5 Future Areas for Research
All the work done in this research is essentially the accumulation of a database on how
both the human and robotic hands grasp certain objects and the realization of this
knowledge in the form of automated sub tasks. The next leap in this work is to introduce
a master that can analytically, between the automated sub tasks, control the hand whilst
continuing to use the knowledge base. Some analysis of the ability of the data glove to
effect robotic grasp on the end effector side has been done in previous research [Yun97].
Another important area of potential of research would be the conversion of the rule base
to ensure autonomous grasp. For these to be successful an efficient and accurate vision
system is essential. Work is currently being performed in the lab to make improvements
on the Robotic Task Scene Analyzer. This could potentially be used as a vision system
for autonomous grasping.

5.6 Summary
The forward kinematics has been developed as a tool to provide information in order to
generate a more continuous real time master device. Some insights have also been
provided on potential areas of research that need to be explored using the forward
kinematics developed.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Research
6.1 Introduction
As the current research is essentially a development project, the primary conclusion is the
feasibility of the approach suggested. This includes the human factors grasping strategy,
the appropriateness of the hardware suggested, the grasp by demonstration phase and the
analysis of the end result. An attempt is thus made to elucidate these critical components.

The previous chapter focused on providing tools to develop a master that provided a
better real time control for telerobotic grasping. A mathematical solution for the forward
kinematics was provided. Possible future direction for this research was also suggested
with respect to a better master device. However, a few topics of interest can be explored
even in the current system setup. This includes the estimation of critical points during a
grasp, better methods to determine grasp stability, the need to validate the results in a
completed telerobotic test bed and forward force mapping from the master control
handle. Also the control handle has not been integrated with the master arm. This task has
to be executed.

A brief section on the lesson learnt during this research is also provided, with a summary
of the mistakes made, methods to approach an engineering problem, and the necessity to
be careful whilst dealing with hardware, the need to allow a sufficient amount of buffer
time whilst setting deadlines on dealing with any sort of interfacing devices.
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6.2 Feasibility Study
The human factors approach to the grasping problem definitely reduces the mathematical
strain of trying of trying to find an analytical solution. Our results show that such an
approach, combined with an experimental grasp by demonstration validation can be used
to generate the necessary automated subtasks required to grasp an object by the dexterous
robotic hand. Furthermore, whilst considering the hardware implementation, it was found
that although the sensors were not very accurate, certain patterns were found that could
characterize particular grasping thus providing distinct poses on the master side that to
map to different object grasps. Overall, all objects expect the band saw were grasped in
an extremely stable manner. The band saw was found to be too small for the fingers to
completely wrap around the object. It was suggested that the introduction of the operator
handle would essentially ensure a grasp that is stable enough to provide tool operations.

Regarding the grasp by demonstration phase it was found that the variance in approach
angle during arm movement did not offset the ability to grasp the object. Further the
minimum safe force required to grasp different objects was also determined. Finally, it
was found that the combined teleoperation and grasp time to grasp an object did not
exceed two minutes. This was considered acceptable
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6.3 Future Work
The first task that needs to be completed is to integrate the master control handle to the
master arm. The circuits need to be rewired and the sensors mounted on the end of the
master manipulator. The interface developed then needs to be transferred to the control
computer and teleoperation has to be tested in a truly telerobotic test bed. The ability to
grasp an object as well as the usefulness of the teleoperation guidelines embedded in the
interface need to be checked.

The forces given to sensor circuit on the master side mapped to just the minimum safe
grasp force on the slave side. Attempts can be made to linearly map this force from the
master to slave side. This will ensure that the robotic hand can apply different forces to
rigid and delicate objects. This ability may come in handy during dexterous manipulable
grasping, an area that was not explored in the current research.

During grasping, there are critical positions, which need to be achieved in order to be
able to grasp an object. The current research merely focused on decomposing a particular
grasp into 2 or 3 commands necessary to achieve a stable grasp. If the grasp was
decomposed into 20 or 30 commands it is possible to perform an in-depth analysis of a
grasp and determine these critical points.

Finally, the grasp stability was tested by merely trying to disturb the object. It would be
interesting to actually operate the tools and check if the robotic hand is able to maintain a
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stable grasp. Further more, a numerical measure of the grasp stability can be obtaining by
simulating the grasp-object and determining a stability parameter using some software
like Grasp-it.

6.4 Lessons Learnt
The first and foremost lesson learnt was the selection of the methodologies to approach
an engineering problem. Certain problems require a mathematically intensive approach
and certain problems entail a heuristic approach. Whatever be the case, it is essential to
identify the approach and apply common sense to find a feasible engineering solution. In
the current research that primary goal was to be able to grasp objects. Thus a simple
heuristic approach would suffice. It is not necessary to find the best kinematically stable
solution but merely a solution that works.

Over the course of the research there have been a number of hardware problems. The

Wraptor TM has failed twice, once due to sending a wrong command, once due to a
floating ground in the power supply, the Titan II twice due to oil leaks. Some of the
problems could have been avoided and some not. It is important to read the operation
manuals to avoid such failures. Proper planning is also imperative to account for such
problems. Efforts to integrate the data acquisition with the control GUI was also time
consuming. It is important to choose software tools in such a manner so as to avoid
getting bogged down with implementation issues and thus have time to perform the core
research
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6.5 Summary
The research focused to find grasping strategies for a dexterous hand during
teleoperation. Consequently a human factors approach was applied to find appropriate
grasp types for different objects. Experimental validation then provided the precise
commands that defined the grasps for different object. These commands were then
realized for teleoperation by developing a Master control handle. All objects except the
band saw were grasped in a very stable manner. It was theorized that the band saw could
be grasped in a stable manner if the operator handle was provided.
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Appendix 1: Sensor Calibration

Table A1.1: Mean and Standard Deviation for Sensor 2

Load (lbs)

Mean Voltage for one Standard

Deviation

set of readings (V)

for voltage (%)

0.00

0.0

0.0

1.25

-0.0359

2.9

3.25

-0.1621

11.7

5.25

-0.2692

12.9

10.25

-0.6179

16.3

Negative Output Voltage vs Load
0.6

-Vo vs. load
fit 1

Negative Output Voltage (v)

0.5

0.4

0.3
Slope= 0.05961
Conv Const=16.775

0.2

0.1

0
0

1

2

3

4

5
6
Load (lbs)

7

8

9

10

Figure A1.1: Linear Regression Line Representing Conversion Constant for Sensor
2
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Table A1.2: Mean and Standard Deviation for Sensor 8

Load (lbs)

Mean Voltage for one Standard Deviation for
set of readings (V)

voltage (%)

0.00

0.0

0.0

1.25

-0.0926

5.1

3.25

-0.2809

9.6

5.25

-0.4715

15.8

10.25

-0.9278

16.1

Negative of Output Voltage Vs Load
-Vo vs. load
Linear fit

0.9

Negative of Output Voltage(V)

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
Slope= 0.09312
Conv Cnst=10.738

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

1

2

3

4

5
6
Load (lbs)

7

8

9

10

Figure A1.2: Linear Regression Line Representing Conversion Constant for Sensor
8
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Table A1.3: Mean and Standard Deviation for Sensor 3

Load (lbs)

Mean Voltage for one Standard Deviation for
set of readings (V)

voltage (%)

0.00

0.0

0.0

1.25

-0.0844

6.2

3.25

-0.2141

13.5

5.25

-0.3878

14.8

10.25

-0.7166

19.8

Negative of Output Voltage vs Load
-Vo vs. load
Linear Fit

0.7

Negative output Voltage (v)

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

Slope=0.07283
Con
Cnst=13.730

0.2
0.1
0
0

1

2

3

4

5
6
Load (lbs)

7

8

9

10

Figure A1.3: Linear Regression Line Representing Conversion Constant for Sensor
3
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Table A1.4: Mean and Standard Deviation for Sensor 7

Load (lbs)

Mean Voltage for one Standard Deviation for
set of readings (V)

voltage (%)

0.00

0.0

0.0

1.25

-0.0849

7.8

3.25

-0.3666

18.9

5.25

-0.5940

19.4

10.25

-1.0814

22.6

Negative of output voltage vs load
-Vo vs. load
Linear fit

Negative of Output Voltage (v)

1

0.8

0.6
Slope=0.1109
Conv Cnst=9.017

0.4

0.2

0
0

1

2

3

4

5
6
Load (lbs)

7

8

9

10

Figure A1.4: Linear Regression Line Representing Conversion Constant for Sensor
7
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Appendix 2: Zero Readings of the Sensors

Table A2.1: Zero Readings for Sensors

Sn
o

Zero load
(lbs)
Sensor 4

Zero Load
(lbs)
Sensor 2

Zero Load
(lbs)
Sensor 8

Zero Load
(lbs)
Sensor 3

Zero Load
(lbs)
Sensor 7

1

0.12

0.05

0.02

0.08

0.08

2

0.13

0.07

0.03

0.02

0.11

3

0.09

0.09

0.02

0.06

0.12

4

0.13

0.07

0.04

0.03

0.09

5

0.09

0.07

0.03

0.04

0.08

6

0.11

0.06

0.05

0.03

0.07

7

0.10

0.10

0.03

0.02

0.01

8

0.01

0.07

0.05

0.05

0.01
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Appendix 3: Grasp Definition for Successful Grasps (one grasp per object)
OBJECT: Cylindrical band saw
GRASP AND GRASP DECRIPTION: Cylindrical power grasp
PRE GRASP TRAJECTORY
INITIAL POS
170

170

170

0

110

110

110

111

111

111

159

154

183

COMMAND 1 V (100,100,100, -, -, -, -)
PREGRASP POSE 1,
245

235

205

4

COMMAND 2: V (-, -, -, -, 100, 100, 100)
PREGRASP POSE: 2
245

235

205

4

COMMAND 3:
PREGRASP POSE 3:

COMMAND 4:
PREGRASP POSE 4:

FINAL POSE: Refer pose for command 2

APPROACH ANGLE AND SEPERATION: ~=90 degrees, 0 cm
APPLIED FORCE: -950 halls
OPERATION TIME: 172 seconds
STABILITY: not very stable
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OBJECT: Cylindrical Reciprocating saw
GRASP AND GRASP DECRIPTION: Cylindrical power grasp
PRE GRASP TRAJECTORY
INITIAL POS
170

170

170

0

100

100

100

4

101

101

101

212

226

231

COMMAND 1 V (33,33,33, -, -, -, -)
PREGRASP POSE 1,
283

251

259

COMMAND 2: V (-, -, -, -, 100, 100, 100)
PREGRASP POSE: 2
283

251

259

4

COMMAND 3:
PREGRASP POSE 3:

COMMAND 4:
PREGRASP POSE 4:

FINAL POSE: Refer pose for command 2

APPROACH ANGLE AND SEPERATION: ~=90 degrees, 0 cm
APPLIED FORCE: -950 halls
OPERATION TIME: 60 seconds
STABILITY: very stable
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OBJECT: Cylindrical pipe
GRASP AND GRASP DECRIPTION: Cylindrical power grasp
PRE GRASP TRAJECTORY
INITIAL POS
190

190

190

0

100

100

100

0

189

189

185

4

189

185

189

258

258

240

COMMAND 1 P (-, -, -, -, 190,190,190)
PREGRASP POSE 1,
191

190

192

COMMAND 2 V (33, 33, 33, -, -, -, -)
PREGRASP POSE 3:
217

246

266

COMMAND 3 V (-, -, -, -, 100, 100, 100)
PREGRASP POSE 4:
281

289

299

5

FINAL POSE: Refer pose for command 2

APPROACH ANGLE AND SEPERATION: ~=80 degrees, 7 inches
APPLIED FORCE: -950 halls
OPERATION TIME: 122 seconds
STABILITY: very stable
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OBJECT: Cylindrical disc
GRASP AND GRASP DECRIPTION: Fingertip
PRE GRASP TRAJECTORY
INITIAL POS
180

180

190

65

-152

-152

-152

61

-152

-154

-155

61

-152

-154

240

COMMAND 1 V (33, 33, 33, -, -, -, -)
PREGRASP POSE 1,
262

255

292

COMMAND 2 V (-, -, -, -, -, -, 33)
PREGRASP POSE 3:
262

295

292

COMMAND 3
PREGRASP POSE 4:

FINAL POSE: Refer pose for command 2

APPROACH ANGLE AND SEPERATION: ~=90 degrees, 0 inches
APPLIED FORCE: -950 halls
OPERATION TIME: 85 seconds
STABILITY: very stable
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OBJECT: Sphere
GRASP AND GRASP DECRIPTION: Spherical Power grasp
PRE GRASP TRAJECTORY
INITIAL POS
170

170

170

55

110

110

110

111

111

111

123

157

172

COMMAND 1 V (100,100, 100, -, -, -, -)
PREGRASP POSE 1,
253

211

187

49

COMMAND 2 V (-, -, -, -, 100, 100, 100)
PREGRASP POSE 3:
252

211

187

50

COMMAND 3
PREGRASP POSE 4:

FINAL POSE: Refer pose for command 2

APPROACH ANGLE AND SEPERATION: ~=90 degrees, 0 inches
APPLIED FORCE: -950 halls
OPERATION TIME: 161 seconds
STABILITY: very stable
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Appendix 4: Angle, Velocity and Torque Conversion Formulae

Angle and velocity conversions for joints 1,2,3 (in degrees and degrees per second)

Ai / Vi =

x
× 143 (A4.1)
354

Ai / Vi =

x
× 180
163

Ai / Vi =

x
× 258
500

For joint 4

For joints 5,6,7

Where Ai , Vi are the angles and velocities and x hall reading that the hand understands.
For the torque ( Ti ) the conversion is
Ti =

x
× 65
1024

Where Ti is the torque in N-cm and x is the raw hall reading.
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Appendix 5:Compiling the Human Machine Interface

The human machine interface consists of three parts. The GUI (anakin.c), the serial
program (serial.c) and the data acquisition. The serial code is in the form of a library
function and is compiled and converted to a dynamic library ‘lserial’ first. The data
acquisition part can be written in the GUI program but it is essential to call the threads
that define the acquisition in the correct order and before the calls for the GUI library.
The interface is event driven and based on the human interaction with the system

Basic compile call:
Gcc –g –O2 –lnidaqmxbase –lnidaqmxbase1v –llvrtdark `gtk-config –cflags` `gtk-config –libs` -lserial anakin.c –o anakin
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